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six to nine. They lack concreteness and application to every-
day life. A child may, to all appearances, accept the idea of
brotherly love but, when confronted with the practical prob-
lem of what to do when a child hits him without meaning
to, may make the immediate response of hitting him back.
Moral judgment does not necessarily parallel moral beha-
vior. As measured by existing tests moral behavior does not
definitely improve with age. Children do not groW less de-
ceitful or selfish as they grow older unless their environment
has become more conducive to honesty and unselfishness.4
Although tests of moral knowledge and of actual behavior have
not shown high correlations, it is possible that tests of conceptual
maturity in the domain of moral-social relationships might show
higher correlations with behavior, and indeed provide a basis for
seeking organized behavior trends.40
Criticism. — Adults too frequently criticize children's
reasoning and constructive work in terms of their own pre-
conceived ideas, without attention to the meaning of the
criticism for the child. If an adult's criticism of a child's
behavior or the product he has fashioned bumps up against
a closed system — something the child considers complete
and correct — the criticism is almost certain to fall upon dry
and barren ground and to bring forth no fruit. Criticism,
therefore, should be given in terms of an existing pattern in
the child's mind; it should enter into the child's world and
enlarge it. It should look upon a child's accomplishment
from within the process as he sees it, not from without.
Whether or not criticism is assimilated largely depends upon
whether it is made an intrinsic part of the process in which
the child is interested.
Health Knowledge and Health Practice. — During the pri-
mary period it is very important to establish healthful ways
of acting, thinking, and feeling. These habits precede health
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